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Aimed at the shortcomings of the current sports video image segmentation methods, such as rough image segmentation results and
high spatial distortion rate, a sports video image segmentation method based on a fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed. The
second-order fuzzy attribute with normal distribution and gravity value is established by using the time-domain difference
image, and the membership function of the fuzzy attribute is given; then, the time-domain difference image is fuzzy clustered,
and the motion video image segmentation result is obtained by edge detection. Experimental results show that this method has
high spatial accuracy, good noise iteration performance, and low spatial distortion rate and can accurately segment complex
moving video images and obtain high-definition images. The application of this video image analysis method will help master
the rules of sports technology and the characteristics of healthy people’s sports skills through video image analysis and help
improve physical education, national fitness level, and competitive sports level.

1. Introduction

Web systems are substantially different from more conven-
tional software systems. They are developed in shorter time
frames and with smaller budgets, meet a more generic set of
requirements, and generally serve a less specific user group
[1]. They are often developed very quickly from template solu-
tions, using coarse-grained authoring tools, and by the efforts
of amultidisciplinary team [2, 3].With the rapid development
of network and multimedia technology, many sports opera-
tions and national fitness materials are stored in various
health guidance systems in the form of video and pictures.
In order to better promote the public fitness, easy to learn
and see, sports video also has editing, segmentation, and inte-
gration of a variety of needs. Video compression technology
has gradually become a hot research topic [4, 5]. An intelligent
scheduling algorithm for hierarchical data migration is a key
issue in data management. The discovery of mass media
content platforms and usage patterns of content objects is
the basic timetable for data migration. We added QPop (the
dimensionality reduction result of media content usage logs)
as a content object for discovering usage patterns. On this

basis, a clustering algorithm QPop is proposed to increase
time segmentation, thereby improving mining performance.

Video compression technology reduces the video capacity
by video coding, which facilitates the release of storage space
and reduces the transfer time. The traditional video coding
standards include mpeg 2H., 263, and .mpeg, which refer to
moving picture group of experts, as the group of experts on
dynamic images. Its computational redundancy is small, and
the overall efficiency is higher than that of stable h.263 [6].
In addition, the video coding technology needs to segment
the object image to ensure the integrity of the target object.
However, the traditional video coding standard cannot search
the content of the video. It has a certain degree of difficulty in
image segmentation. Mpeg 4 is introduced in 2000 as the
semantic search function of video content, which can divide
the image background and foreground into different semantic
objects. The coding efficiency is improved, but the noise
cannot be eliminated quickly in the coding process [7].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses research on motion change region detection,
followed by research approach which is discussed in Section
3. Detection of the motion change region with multiple
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constraints is discussed in Section 4. The experiment is dis-
cussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with sum-
mary and future research directions.

2. Research on Motion Change
Region Detection

Time-domain segmentation and frequency-domain segmen-
tation are the first methods proposed for moving video image
segmentation. It has been proven that both two methods
cannot accurately depict the object posture and the image
segmentation is not clear. Therefore, based on a fuzzy clus-
tering algorithm, the research on sports video with strong
motion and attitude changes will be helpful to better use
and analyze sports video images. The fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm comes from pattern clustering theory.

2.1. The Basic Method of Motion Change Region Detection. It
is an algorithm that uses mathematical rules to describe the
segmentation interval. The fuzzy clustering algorithm uses
iterative operation to segment the pixel region of the target
object and divide the image pixel into different subordination
intervals to make the image segmentation decision [8]. When
the target object has n pixel samples, the pixel samples form
an uncluttered set, which is represented as x = fx1mx2, and
XNg, and XK represents pixel samples. Let c denote the
number of image segmentation types and λ denote the fuzzy
clustering weighting factor [9]. The moving posture of target
objects in sports video is relatively random, the trend of
image change is blurred, and the segmentation area is not
easy to determine. The proposed method of video image seg-
mentation can divide the moving attitude area of the target
object into the foreground and the background and extract
the motion of the target object. The class algorithm extracts
the image sequence in the sports video playback state and
opens the edge detection process at the same time [10–12].
According to the image sequence, the object motion is
predicted and compensated. The same background is set up
on some images with small spacing.

2.2. Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm. The time-domain difference
image is extracted by using the attributes of the adjacent
image frames. The fuzzy attribute in the motion process of
the object and the corresponding membership function are
written. After the fuzzy clustering of the time-domain differ-
ence image, the edge contour of the object is cut through the
edge detection process, the foreground region is obtained,
and the foreground area is eliminated. The following two
problems need to be discussed for the selection of fuzzy attri-
butes in the fuzzy clustering algorithm: the first is which attri-
butes of the target object can accurately describe the
operational attitude and the second is that the ambiguity in
the motion pose region and the useless pixel region is not
the same and there must be obvious difference [13–15].

After discussion, the proposed sports video image seg-
mentation method finds that when the object in the moving
video image goes through motion prediction and compensa-
tion, the background region can be expressed as the back-
ground difference of the image with small spacing and the

same background [16]. In this case, if the background of
the original sports visual frequency image has normal distri-
bution, then the segmented image should also have the
normal distribution property, and the average pixel distribu-
tion is equal to 0 which is shown in Figure 1 [17].

The judgment matrix Ameets the following requirements:

aij =
aik
ajk

, i, j, k = 1, 2,⋯, n: ð1Þ

When the consistency of the judgment matrix does not
meet the requirements, there are nonzero eigenvalues:

λmax + 〠
λ→λmax

= 〠
n

i=1
aij = n: ð2Þ

In order to check these matrices to determine their consis-
tency satisfaction, the average random consistency index RI
value (1-9) order judgment matrix is introduced:

CI = λmax − n
n − 1 , ð3Þ

Level single sort: CR can be used to judge [18].
Level total ranking: for all factors from low to high level,

calculate their relative importance to the highest level.
The upper-levelA containsm factorsA1,A2, andAm and

the level total ranking weights a1, a2, a3, and am; the next
level B contains n factors B1, B2, and Bn and the single-
level ranking of factor Ai; the weights are b1, b2, b3, and bn;
and the total ranking weight of the B level can be filled as
shown in Figure 1.

Consistency check sequence level total ranking: consis-
tency check sequence level total ranking results also need to
be checked. The process of consistency checking progresses
gradually from the lowest level to the highest level [19]. If
the consistency index of the B-level elements for Ai single
sorting is Clj and the average random consistency index is
Rlj, then the B-level total sorting random consistency ratio is

CR = ∑m
i=1aiCIi

∑m
i=1aiRIi

: ð4Þ

If CR < 0:1, the total ranking result is satisfactory, indi-
cating that the total ranking result of layer B meets the con-
sistency requirements [20]. The relative importance weight
of this layer is the total ranking weight result of this layer
and the relative weight of the research object [21].

Figure 2 is a flowchart of the fuzzy clustering algorithm,
which reflects the calculation process of the entire algorithm.
The biggest task in AHP is to calculate the maximum eigen-
value and eigenvector of the judgment matrix.
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The maximum characteristic value is

λmax = 〠
n

i=1

BWð Þi
nwi

, ð6Þ

in which, λ is the i-th component of the product of the judg-
ment matrix B and the eigenvector W.

Establish a regression equation [22]:

Xt = 〠
k

i=1
αiXt−i + 〠

k

i=1
βiYt−i + u1t: ð7Þ

If the null hypothesis does not constitute a causal rela-
tionship, then the null hypothesis holds:

F = SSEr − SSEuð Þ/k
SSEu/ T − 2kð Þ ∼ F k,T−2kð Þ: ð8Þ

2.3. Interframe Difference Method. The pixel distribution of
the segmentation image foreground cannot be determined
directly and the foreground region cannot be extracted, so
the gravy level measurement of the image is needed. The
gravy level difference of different frame image pixels in the
background is not different, but the gravy level difference of
different frame image pixel points in the foreground must
be larger than that of the background.

According to this personality quality, the gravy value can
be regarded as an important attribute when selecting fuzzy
attribute. On the other hand, the single fuzzy attribute has
little gain on the segmentation effect and can proceed from
the normal distribution of the background. The image seg-
mentation process between the motion pose region and the
useless pixel region is treated as a process of describing the
nonnormal distribution pixels in the normal distribution
pixels. In reference, a fourth-order matrix is used to extract
the non-normal distributed pixels, and the time-domain
difference image is considered as a pixel point, and a moving

hollow rectangle is used to measure the time-domain matrix
of the image.

There are many kinds of membership function of the
fuzzy clustering algorithm, in which the “s function” can con-
sider the big difference of fuzzy attributes between the fore-
ground and background in sports video image and can
provide two kinds of membership degree, which is very small
and convenient for partition. Therefore, the s function is used
in foreground image segmentation. The background image
has a large noise and normal distribution, so it is necessary
to select the membership function which can provide the
time-domain variance.

3. Research Approach

In this paper, a complete and consistent moving video object
is segmented from a video sequence towel. In this paper, a
segmentation algorithm based on fuzzy clustering is used to
obtain the pixels constituting the image boundary, and then,
the object is extracted. The algorithm first uses the image
information of the current frame and some previous frames
to calculate its motion features in different subbands in the
wavelet domain and constructs the motion feature vector set
of the low-resolution image based on these motion features.

Then, the motion feature vector set of the low-resolution
image is constructed. The mean value clustering algorithm
separates the pixels, whose rifle has changed significantly in
order to replace the frame difference image, and uses the tra-
ditional change detection method to obtain the object change
detection model and then extracts the object. The average
absolute difference between successive frames is used to
determine the number of frames needed to calculate the
motion characteristics of the current frame to ensure the
accuracy of extracting video objects. Experimental results
show that the proposed method is effective for the segmenta-
tion of video objects with various image sequences.

Object-based video segmentation plays an important role
in the field of digital video processing and computer vision.
The task of video object segmentation has been integrated
into many applications, such as object-based video coding
(mpeg.4111) and content-based video indexing and restora-
tion (mpeg.7121). Therefore, the segmentation of video
sequences into video objects has become a very important
problem in digital video processing.

4. Detection of the Motion Change Region with
Multiple Constraints

At present, there is a variety of moving object segmentation
algorithms, and the change detection based on interframe dif-
ference is a popular segmentationmethod. Because of its simple
implementation, thismethod is widely used in the development
of a fully automatic video processing system based on an object.

4.1. System Theory Model. However, the method based on
interframe difference change detection also has some short-
comings. These shortcomings include the error area caused
by noise and the uncovered area caused by object motion.
In order to solve this problem, we propose a new robust

Figure 1: Fuzzy clustering algorithm.
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semantic segmentation algorithm based on a frame differ-
ence image boundary graph. However, the algorithm will still
be affected by background noise.

In addition, because the criterion of these methods is
frame difference, the frame difference depends on the moving
speed of the object. If the moving speed of the object changes
greatly in the sequence, the segmentation quality is difficult
to be consistent.

Therefore, interframe difference change detection is
introduced into the wavelet domain to process, thus increas-
ing the number of pixels constituting the boundary of the
object. Although these methods improve the segmentation
quality to some extent, the difference of segmentation quality
caused by moving speed still exists. At the same time, in the
segmentation process, the rifle needs to test the significance
of each subband image in each frame to determine the
domain value of the separation noise, thus increasing the
computational complexity. Different video sequences, as well
as different frames in the same sequence, have different noise
levels, so it is difficult to determine the exact domain value,
which leads to the inaccuracy of segmentation. Error analysis
of sports video images is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, our proposed clustering algorithm
has a good simulation effect. According to the speed of the
object, the information of different frames is used to deter-
mine the motion information of the image in the wavelet
domain rifle, which constitutes the motion characteristics of
each frame of the image, and the pixels of the moving image
are changed by separating the image.

4.2. Differential Image Block. Finally, changing pixels are used
instead of interframe difference, and the accurate video
moving object is segmented by the traditional method of

frame difference change detection combined with the spatial
boundary information of the image. The principle of moving
object segmentation based on fuzzy clustering is like that of
the traditional interframe difference detection method. The
difference is that the traditional wavelet domain change
detection method is not directly used to detect the difference
between frames. It is based on the change of the image in the
wavelet domain to obtain its motion characteristics.

For this purpose, an operational feature vector set is con-
structed by using the mean square error of each subband in
the wavelet domain between the current frame and some
previous frames, and the object is segmented by the fuzzy
clustering method. The algorithm of the article is based on
this situation for the case where the background is moving,
and many researchers have proposed the use of global
motion estimation and compensation to deal with the back-
ground changes caused by camera motion. Therefore, the
input sequence is assumed to be a compensated sequence,
and its background region is stationary. The algorithm is
divided into four main parts: wavelet transform and feature
calculation, fuzzy clustering and change detection, detection
of moving object boundary, and object extraction.

4.3. Relative Noise Characteristic Parameter Estimation. The
motion change of the towel video object will be reflected on
all its wavelet subbands. The motion characteristics of each
pixel in the low-resolution image may be a 4-dimensional
vector for each pixel in the low-resolution image.

Because the image of the frame is used in motion feature
calculation, its purpose is to obtain more information of
object motion change, but when the number of frames is
larger, it will produce a large uncovered area, so the number
of frames must be controlled. When the object’s motion
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algorithm
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the test paper
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Is there an ideal test paper? Do you meet the terminating 
conditions?
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the fuzzy clustering algorithm.
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changes greatly, there is enough change information to
extract the object, so the number of frames needed should
be less; on the contrary, when the object’s motion changes
slowly, there are fewer pixels to change, in order to obtain
enough pixels to form the boundary of the object. More
frame information is needed to ensure the accuracy of object
segmentation. The value of the object is determined by the
change of the object motion, which can be evaluated by the
mean absolute difference between successive frames.

In this paper, an algorithm of motion edge segmentation
based on fuzzy clustering is proposed. By analyzing the
motion characteristics of each subband image in the wavelet
domain, the algorithm obtains the feature vector set of its
operation and uses fuzzy c. The mean clustering algorithm is
used to obtain the pixels in the low-resolution image. Finally,
the boundary of the moving object is obtained by using the
traditional change detection method instead of the difference
between frames, and then, the object is extracted. The exper-
imental results show that the proposed method can obtain
more accurate shape information of video objects and extract
moving objects of different video sequences accurately. Video
object generation has important applications inmany aspects.
It is not only the basis of content-based video coding but also
an important link in the video image tracking and recognition
system. Because the video object (moving object) exists in the
moving change region, one of the importantmethods of video
object generation is to detect the motion change region first
and then combine other features to generate the video object
in the motion change region.

5. Experiment

The accurate detection of the motion change region is the key
of this kind of method, so the research of motion change

region detection is of great significance. Analysis of sports
video images in different environments is shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, our two proposed detection
methods of the motion change area have a good prediction
effect. The first method is based on noise feature parameter
estimation and energy analysis. This method uses a block-
based frame difference processing method, and uses the dual
constraints of Gaussian distribution and relative noise char-
acteristics of energy attributes to detect motion change areas.
Compared with the traditional pixel-based interframe differ-
ence method, the computation is less. The threshold of
relative noise estimated according to the characteristic
parameters of relative noise is generated by self-adaptation
in the process of detection. At the same time, the accuracy
is improved by the correction of energy analysis. Perfor-
mance analysis of the fuzzy clustering algorithm in different
environments is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, our proposed method is more
superior in performance; firstly, this paper discusses the
general theory of time-difference video segmentation. Based
on the video segmentation model established by Keri, a
method of automatic detection of the video motion change
region is proposed from the point of view of fuzzy entropy
clustering. Based on the established fuzzy classification crite-
rion, the motion change region and the relative noise-sound
region are divided in the differential image, and the motion
change region is obtained. The visual analysis of human
motion mainly deals with the sequence of human motion
images. It usually involves the detection of the region of
motion change, the movement tracking resistance of the
human body, and the understanding and description of the
target behaviour in the monitoring scene. Among them,
behaviour understanding and description belong to advanced
processing, which has been paid more and more attention in
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recent years. Performance analysis of sports video images
under different standards is shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, the simulation results of the fuzzy
clustering algorithm proposed in this paper are more evenly
distributed and have higher accuracy. It refers to the analysis
and recognition ofmoving patterns of targets and the descrip-
tion of them by natural language. In the area of motion
change detection, human motion tracking belongs to the
low-level processing part of vision, which is the basis of vari-
ous subsequent advanced processing such as behavioural
understanding, and is also the two more studied problems
in visual monitoring. Of course, there may also be intersec-
tions between them (for example, sometimes motion detec-

tion is used during tracking). Background subtraction is one
of the most used methods in motion detection at present. It
is a technique to detect the motion region by using the differ-
ence between the current image and the background image.

It is generally able to provide the most complete feature
data, but it is particularly sensitive to changes in dynamic
scenes, such as illumination and the interference of unrelated
events. The simplest background model is the time-averaged
image. Most researchers are currently working on developing
different background models in order to reduce the impact of
dynamic scene changes on operational segmentation. Fast
and accurate motion segmentation is an important but
difficult problem. This is because the images captured in
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Figure 4: Analysis of sports video images in different environments.
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the dynamic environment are affected by a variety of factors,
such as changes in the weather, changes in the illumination
conditions, confusion in the background, and the shadow
of the moving target.

The occlusion between the object and environment and
between the object and object and even the motion of the
camera bring difficulties to accurate and effective motion
segmentation. The shadow of a moving target, for example,
may be linked to or separated from the target being detected.
In the former case, the shadow distorts the shape of the
target, which makes the recognition method based on the
shape less reliable. In the latter case, the shadow may be mis-
taken as a completely wrong target in the scene. Although
background subtraction is mainly used in image motion
segmentation, it is still very difficult to establish a back-
ground model that is adaptive to the dynamic changes of
any complex environment.

At present, most of the people’s motion analysis system
cannot solve the problem of close blocking and human self-
occlusion. Especially in the state of congestion, the detection
and tracking problem of multiple people is difficult to deal
with. In occlusion, only part of the human body is visible,
and this process is generally not training, and it is simply
dependent on the background subtraction. The technique
of motion segmentation will not be reliable at this time. In
order to reduce the ambiguity problem caused by occlusion
or depth, a better model must be developed to deal with the
exact correspondence between the features of the occlusion
and the body parts. Video object generation has important
applications in many aspects. It is not only the base of
content-based video coding but also an important link in
the video image tracking and recognition system. Because
the video object (moving object) exists in the moving change
region, one of the important methods of video object gener-

ation is to detect the motion change region first and then
combine other features to generate the video object in the
motion change region. The accurate detection of the motion
change region is the key of this method.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

With the rapid development of computer speed and capacity,
the application of image technology and machine vision sys-
tem has made remarkable achievements in recent years, such
as content-based image retrieval system, intelligent monitor-
ing system, vision-guided intelligent transportation system,
handwritten characters from face grease lines, and iris recog-
nition systems. Image segmentation is an indispensable link
in image technology and machine vision and is also one of
the bottlenecks in the development of image theory. The
research on the image segmentation algorithm has a history
of several decades. With the help of various theories, thou-
sands of kinds of segmentation algorithms have been put
forward up to now, and only a few years’ statistics show that
the research on image segmentation still accounts for a large
proportion, which shows that image segmentation is still a
hot and difficult point. As a key technology in video segmen-
tation, motion change region detection has a direct impact on
the accuracy and efficiency of video segmentation, so the
research of motion change region detection is of great signif-
icance. I will continue to study this key technology with the
help of my tutor and experimental group.

Data Availability

All data can be verified by contacting the author.
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